
Narvalous Launches Clash of Magic Virtual Reality as Early Access 
Title on Steam 
 
 
Clash of Magic is a multiplayer fantasy tower rush game available for the 
PC, with the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift VR headset, winner of  Golden 
Appreciation Award - Most Innovative Game Design, nominated for Best 
Game Design at CasualConnect USA 2017 and Bit Awards XR Game of 
the Year in 2017. 
 
PALO ALTO, Calif., Mar. 6, 2018: Multi-platform game developer and 
publisher, Narvalous, Inc.,,is pleased to announce the availability of the 
eagerly awaited virtual reality fantasy tower rush game, Clash of Magic. 
Clash of Magic will be offered as a free-to-play title on the Steam platform 
for the HTC Vive, Oculus, and  downloadable for PC. The game will be 
available in two modes: game mode and spectate mode. Through the 
immersive power of virtual reality, in Clash of Magic, players are brought to 
a fantasy sword-and-sorcery arena, where, with a host of powerful 
monsters at their command, defend their towers while attacking their 
opponents’ towers. The game features all the PvP matches players could 
ask for and an increasingly challenging and engaging PvE campaigns. 
 
Clash of Magic is now available from Steam Early Access: 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/733550/Clash_of_Magic_VR/ .  
 
The spectator mode will soon be available as a free-to-play title.  
 
  
“We had a lot of fun making Clash of Magic, It’s impossible to see 
everything all at once in VR especially in the heat of the battle. Compared 
to mobile games, the strategies in Clash of Magic go well beyond units 
match up and resource management, deceptions and other real world 
strategies will come into play and make the experience more engaging .” 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/733550/Clash_of_Magic_VR/


said Jay Tang, Narvalous President and co-founder. "We've made Clash Of 
Magic the perfect tower defense game for VR, allowing people to compete 
and spectate without any discomfort.” 
 
Fast and furious fantasy combat is the hallmark of Clash of Magic, where 
players defend their towers from fellow competitors in player versus player 
(PvP), challenge the computer in player versus environment (PvE) or 
spectate on the mayhem as an observer. 
 
Campaign mode : In the PvE Campaign mode, players challenge the 
computer across 24 increasingly difficult levels, unlocking new monsters 
with each challenge conquered, learning the skills and speed it takes to 
become a master wizard. 
 
Arena mode:  in the Clash of Magic arena, almost anything can happen in 
a battle against another player. — and expect that it will! From friendly duels 
between friends to eSports ladder tournaments, the arena is the heart of 
the action in Clash of Magic 
 
Spectator mode:  Spectator mode allows observers to sit on the sidelines to 
cheer on their friends, as they match wits against their opponents.  
 
Clash of Magic Minimum System Requirements 
OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 
Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater 
Memory: 8 MB RAM 
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD RX470 or greater 
DirectX: Version 11 
Network: Broadband Internet connection 
Storage: 2 GB available space 
Virtual Reality: HTC Vive or Oculus Rift with Oculus Touch controls. 
  
About Narvalous, Inc. 



Founded in 2010 by a team of game veterans, and backed by angel 
investors, Silicon Valley-based Narvalous is a virtual reality, mobile and PC 
game developer, publisher and operator. Narvalous is focused on bringing 
unique and high-quality premium games for a diverse and global audience. 
Among the games offered by Narvalous are Clash of Magic, VR Wizards, 
Chrono Wars, vCruise, and Pirate King.  
 
Follow Narvalous at  http://narvalous.org/clash-of-magic/  and on  Facebook 
and  Twitter 
 
 
Media Contact: 
anton@narvalous.com 
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